Multiscale methods have proved to be an efficient means to achieving fast simulations on large reservoir models. The main characteristic of these methods is high resolution flow fields obtained at a relatively low computational cost. We are thus able to resolve large-scale flow-patterns as well as fine-scale details that would be impossible to obtain for models for which direct simulation using traditional methods would be prohibitive.
Introduction
Multiscale methods for reservoir simulation have been introduced as an alternative to upscaling and as a tool for more fully incorporating important fine-scale features at low computational cost. Among the relevant approaches are multiscale finite-element methods (Hou and Wu, 1997) , the multiscale finite volume method (Jenny et al., 2003) , the multiscale mixed finite element method (Chen and Hou, 2003) , and the variational multiscale approach of Arbogast (2000) . Here, we consider and further extend a version of the multiscale mixed finite element method (MsMFEM) (Aarnes et al., 2008) , which incorporates recent mimetic finite-difference methods (Brezzi et al., 2005) as sub-grid solvers. It has been shown (Aarnes, 2004; Efendiev et al., 2006) that the accuracy of multiscale methods can be improved if global information in the form of one fine-grid velocity field computed directly on the fine grid is used in the computation of multiscale basis functions. In this paper, however, we consider only local information in the computation of basis function. As a result, the approach becomes more generic, as the initially computed set of basis functions can be utilized for a wider range of simulation scenarios. Well modeling in the context of multiscale methods has been considered by for example Chen and Yue (2003) , Aarnes (2004) and Wolfsteiner et al. (2006) . For MsMFEM, a robust wellmodeling capability has been lacking, for instance for cases where well locations are far off the coarse block centers. In this work, we introduce special well basis functions and consider both grid adaptation and overlap/oversampling strategies for improved accuracy in the well modeling. Oversampling is a well-known approach in both upscaling (see e.g., Durlofsky (2003) ) and multiscale methods (Hou and Wu, 1997; Chu et al., 2008) . The oversampling approach we utilize here, is slightly different than the one suggested for the original MsMFEM (Chen and Hou, 2003) , the main difference being that our approach provides a mass-conservative velocity field on the fine sub-grid. An initial study of utilizing oversampling in the MsMFEM well basis functions has been conducted by Ligaarden (2008) .
The paper proceeds as follows. After introducing the model equations, we present the finegrid discretization methodology and the linking of well equations to the hybrid linear systems. We then present the multiscale method, the multiscale block-block and well-block basis functions, and the resulting linear systems. We finally demonstrate the performance of the suggested well-representations in a few numerical experiments. Governing Equations: We consider model equations for oil-water incompressible flow neglecting gravity and capillary pressure. Let Ω denote the computational domain with boundary Γ. The pressure equation gives the Darcy velocity v and pressure p for a given water saturation field s:
with boundary conditions v · n = f N on Γ N , and p = p D on Γ D , where n is the outward pointing unit normal. Here K is the permeability tensor, λ t (s) is the total mobility, and q is a source term. The corresponding saturation equation is then given
where φ is the porosity, f a is the water fractional flow function, and q a is the water source term.
In the following, we represent wells as boundary conditions. Hence, a well w with boundary γ w is conceptually represented as a hole in Ω with γ w ⊂ Γ. We consider wells that are either pressure constrained or rate constrained, and accordingly either
Discretization and Hybrid System
Let {E i } be a set of N polygonal cells constituting a grid for Ω. For a given cell E with faces e k , k = 1, . . . , n E , let v E be the vector of outward fluxes over the corresponding faces of E, p E the pressure at the cell center, and λ E the pressures at the face centers. Many numerical methods relate these quantities through a transmissibility matrix T E such that
where s E is the saturation in cell E. Among the methods that can be recast in this way are the lowest-order mixed finite-element methods (MFEM) (see e.g, Brezzi and Fortin (1991) ), the two-point flux-approximation (TPFA) method (see e.g., Aziz and Settari (1979) ) and recent mimetic finite-difference methods (MFDM) by Brezzi et al. (2005) . While MFEM and MFDM in general lead to full T E -matrices, the TPFA results in a diagonal T E , but is non-convergent for general grids. We refer to the previously mentioned references for details on the computation of T E for the various methods. For a given saturation field s, the local equations (3) can be assembled to form a hybrid system of the form 
Here v are the face out-fluxes ordered cell-wise (thus, fluxes on interior faces appear twice with opposite signs), p are the cell pressures and λ are the face pressures (without repetitions).
The matrices B and C are block diagonal with blocks
T (length n E ) corresponding to the cell E, respectively. Finally, each column of the matrix D corresponds to a unique face and has one (for boundary faces) or two (for interior faces) unit entries corresponding to the index/indices of the face in the cell-wise ordering. The right-hand side corresponds to sources q and flux (Neumann) boundary conditions f . To incorporate pressure (Dirichlet) boundary conditions, one can split the vector λ
in two parts where the first corresponds to the interior and Neumann faces and the second corresponds to the Dirichlet faces. Then the hybrid system (4) reduces to
Since the inverse of B is block diagonal with blocks λ t (s E )T E , the flux vector v can efficiently be eliminated from the system (5) to obtain
where
In the system (6), the matrix Λ is diagonal (and thus easily invertible), and by eliminating p, one obtains the SPD system
After solving (7), the cell pressures p and face fluxes v are obtained through back substitution.
Well Modeling
Since typical wells in reservoirs have small diameters compared to the size of the simulation cells, it is common to employ a well index (productivity index) WI to relate the local flow rate q to the difference in well pressure p w and numerically computed pressure p E in the perforated grid-cell by Commonly used is Peaceman's well index (Peaceman, 1983) , which for a vertical well in a Cartesian cell with dimensions ∆x × ∆y × ∆z is given
For isotropic media, k is given by K = kI, and r 0 = 0.14(∆x 2 +∆y 2 ) 1 2 . Here r 0 is the effective well-cell radius, and can be interpreted as (ideally) the radius at which the actual pressure equals the numerically computed pressure. The validity of the Peaceman well-index decreases rapidly with increasing near-well heterogeneity and grid skewness. It is also important to note that the Peaceman well-index is developed for the TPFA-method and is not valid for other methods (as MFEM with exact integration or MFDMs in general). We refer to Ligaarden (2008) for a study on extension of Peaceman's results to methods other than TPFA. We hence forth assume that sensible well-indices are given, and discuss the inclusion of wells in the linear system (4).
Consider a system containing N w wells w 1 , . . . , w Nw . For a well w k , let n k be the number of cells perforated by the well, and denote these cells by E k i , i = 1, . . . , n k . Furthermore, let WI k i be the well index corresponding to the perforation of well w k in cell E k i . The set of equations for all wells is then given, for
Assuming zero flux boundary conditions everywhere except at wells and no additional sources, the equations (10) are coupled to the system (4) to form the linear system
Here the matrices B w , C w and D w are given
C w is the sparse n w × N matrix having unit entries in positions (i, k i ), i = 1, . . . , n k ; and finally d w is a n k × 1 vector with all entries equal to one. The vectors q w , p w , and q w,tot in (11) contain the local well rates, well pressures, and total well rates, respectively. We impose the well boundary condition either as rate constrained (Neumann), where q k tot is given, or pressure constrained (Dirichlet), where p w k is given. For pressure constrained wells, the system is reduced according to (5).
Multiscale Mixed/Mimetic Discretizations
In the current MsMFEM (Aarnes et al., 2008) we consider two grids, where the coarse grid consist of blocks Ω i containing a connected set of cells from the underlying fine grid. A fine grid velocity field is sought through a linear combination of initially computed coarse grid basis functions obtained by a local fine-grid flow problem. Basis functions: We use two sets of basis functions, one set corresponding to the block-block interfaces, and one set for the well-block interfaces. Consider two neighboring blocks Ω i and 11 th European Conference on the Mathematics of Oil Recovery -Bergen, Norway,
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Ω j , and let Ω ij be a neighborhood containing Ω i and Ω j . Then we define the basis function ψ ij by
and ψ ij · n = 0 on ∂Ω ij . In (13), ω i is a weighting function of unit integral over Ω i . In particular we choose
which has been shown to give better results than for instance using a uniform source (Aarnes et al., 2006) . If Ω ij = Ω i ∪ Ω j , we say that the basis function is computed using overlap or oversampling. Next, we discuss basis functions corresponding to the well-block interfaces. Assume a block Ω i is perforated by a well w k with boundary γ w k , and let Ω k i be a neighborhood containing
with boundary conditions
As for the block-block basis functions, overlap is used whenever Ω k i = Ω i . Discretization: Let ψ ij denote the vector of fluxes defined on the set of cell-wise ordered faces in the fine grid obtained from solving the subset of the system (4) corresponding to Equation (13) with given source and boundary conditions. Similarly let ψ k i and q k i represent face fluxes and well rates (defined on the total set of fine grid perforations) in the numerical solution of (15) obtained by solving the corresponding subset of (11) with prescribed boundary conditions and source. We next describe the multiscale hybrid system. For the block-block basis functions, define the splitting
Furthermore, arrange all the hybrid basis functions ψ H ij as columns in a matrix Ψ, all ψ k i as columns in a matrix Ψ w , and all basis well-rates q k i in a matrix R w . The resulting multiscale hybrid system now takes the form
where C, C w , D, and D w are constructed from the coarse grid analogous to (11). Letting B f and B f w denote the fine-grid system matrices in (11), the three B ij -matrices are given B 11 = Ψ T B f Ψ, B 12 = Ψ T B f Ψ w , and finally
If the basis functions are computed without overlap, the B-part of (17) is block diagonal with respect to the coarse blocks Ω i , and thus (17) can efficiently be reduced to a SPD system for λ and the unknown entries of p w . When overlap is used, one is in general better off using a mixed formulation of the system (17). Having obtained a solution to (17), the fine-grid face-flux and fine-grid well-rate approximations are given by v f = Ψv + Ψ w q w and q f w = R w q w , respectively. 
Numerical Experiments
In this section we present numerical experiments exploring various strategies for improved wellmodeling in the current multiscale methodology. In the considered strategies, we either alter and adapt the coarse grid or use overlap/oversampling. In particular we consider five distinct approaches:
• Standard: The coarse grid is a general, logically Cartesian partitioning of the fine grid, and both the block-block and well-block basis functions are computed without overlap, see Figure 1 top-left illustration. This approach is labeled MS in plots.
• Adapted around wells: The initial partitioning is altered such that the coarse grid follows the well trajectory, see Figure 1 top-right illustration. Labeled MS adapt in plots.
• Adapted and refined around wells: The adapted well-blocks are further subdivided into smaller blocks. Labeled MS refine in plots.
• Well oversampling: The support domain for every well-block basis function is enlarged to include a certain fine-cell radius around the whole well, see Figure 1 bottom-left illustration. Labeled MS ow in plots.
• Well and block oversampling: In addition to well oversampling, the support domains for both well-block and block-block basis functions are enlarged to include a given fine-cell radius around the coarse blocks, see Figure 1 bottom-right illustration. Labeled MS owb in plots. In the numerical examples, we employ rate-constrained injectors and pressure-constrained producers, all producing at equal pressure. Denote by I and P the set of injectors and producers, respectively. Futhermore, for w ∈ I let ∆p w denote the pressure drop from the well to the producers, and for w ∈ P let q w denote the total production rate. We compare the obtained well pressures and rates to a reference solution obtained by solving the fine-grid equations using the error measures 
Example 1: In this numerical example we consider a 60 × 220 × 10 Cartesian grid with 67 permeability realizations sampled from the Tenth SPE Comparative Solution Project (Christie and Blunt, 2001 ). The first 26 realizations are log-normally distributed, while the remaining 41 contain high-permeable channels. We consider two well-configurations depicted in Figure both having a single vertical injector close to the center of the model. The first configuration has four vertical producers close to the corners, while the second has two long horizontal producers perforating 100 fine cells each. In this example, we consider only single-phase flow, and thus measure the ability of the multiscale approaches to reproduce the velocity field obtained by solving the fine-grid pressure equation. The multiscale methods use a coarse grid of size 6 × 22 × 1, thus an upscaling factor of 1000. The near-well refinement approach uses a 3 × 3 × 2 coarse block subdivision, and the oversampling approaches utilize an overlap of 5 fine cells around the coarse blocks/wells. All fine grid computaions are performed using a MFDM. The error measures (18) for the two configurations on the 67 realizations are plotted in Figure 3 . It is apparent that both grid adaptation and oversampling improves the pressure solution compared to standard MsMFEM. Accordingly, a large amount of the error committed in the standard MsMFEM is near the wells. However, further improvements are achieved by using overlap for all basis functions as can be seen in Figure 3 . For the error in total rates, the improvements are not as apparent as for the pressure, as all methods perform reasonably good with a worst-case average error for each well of about 10 %. Example 2: In this example we consider a synthetic model containing about 550 000 fine cells with a log-normally distributed permeability field ranging about 4 orders of magnitude horizontally and a constant vertical to horizontal anisotropy ratio of 0.1. Three vertical injectors and three close to horizontal producers are situated in the model as depicted in Figure 4 . The model is initially filled with oil, and the three injectors all inject water at equal and constant rates. The water-oil mobility ratio is taken to be 10, and we use quadratic relative permeability curves. The pressure and saturation equations are solved sequentially using the various multiscale ap- proaches and an upstream weighted implicit finite volume scheme, respectively. Again, the upscaling factor is about 1000. All fine grid computaions are performed using a TPFA method. In Figure 5 the error measures for pressure drop, total rates and saturation are plotted as a function of time measured in PVI (pore volumes injected). The satuation error is measured as the integrated saturation discrepancy devided by total amount of injected water. Again, substantial impovements in the pressure drop is observed (except for the MS refine-case), while errors in rates and saturation are fairly equal for all the multiscale approaces.
